RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of maps, atlases, and other cartographic works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from other essential names associated with the work are interfiled.

BUNSTEAD, ALBERT H.
Atlantic Ocean. See NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Central Europe and the Mediterranean as of August 28, 1939. See NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

DARLEY, JAMES M.
Atlantic Ocean. See NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

GOODACRE, WILLIAM J.
 Pirate treasure map. See GOODACRE, MRS. WILLIAM J.

GOODACRE, MRS. WILLIAM J.
Pirate treasure map, by William J. Goodacre. © 21Feb38; F1267a.
Mrs. W. J. Goodacre (W); 11Jul66; R399611.

HAMMOND, (T. S.) & CO.
For works by Hammond (T. S.) & Co. See HAMMOND, INC.

HAMMOND, INC.
British Columbia, southern part, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 30Oct39; F13007. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399651.
Europe, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F13006. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399652.
Europe, central part, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F13004. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399653.
Germany, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F13003. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399654.
Manitoba, southern part, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F13002. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399655.
New York, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F13001. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399656.
Ontario, southern part, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F13000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399657.
Quebec, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F12613. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399658.
South America, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F12614. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399654.
Sweden, Norway and Denmark, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F12615. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399655.
The world, by C. S. Hammond & Co. © 10Oct39; F12616. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 13Oct66; R399652.

HINDE, LULA A.
General illustrative reference map of Palestine. © 30Dec38; F12376.
Lula A. Hinde (W); 1Aug66; R391453.

LILLIE, RUPERT B.
A pictorial map of Cambridge, 1760-1770. © 14Jul39; F13362. Rupert B. Lillie (A); 1Aug66; R391454.

METZSCHER, CHARLES P.
Atlas of Blaine County, State of Idaho. © 9Nov39; F12497. Charles P. Metzger (A); 21Nov66; R399657.
Atlas of Camas County, State of Idaho. © 21Nov39; F12498. Charles P. Metzger (A); 21Nov66; R399658.
Atlas of Cassia County, State of Idaho. © 26Jul39; F12499. Charles P. Metzger (A); 21Nov66; R399659.
Atlas of Idaho County, State of Idaho. © 28Jul39; F12500. Charles P. Metzger (A); 21Nov66; R399660.
Atlas of Lincoln County, State of Idaho. © 10Aug39; F12501. Charles P. Metzger (A); 21Nov66; R399661.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Atlantic Ocean. Albert H. Bunstead, chief cartographer; culture by James W. Darley. © 13Jun39; F12358. National Geographic Society (PWH); 30Sep66; R399662.
Central Europe and the Mediterranean as of August 28, 1939. Albert Bunstead, chief cartographer. © 25Jul39; F12372. National Geographic Society (PWH); 30Sep66; R399663.

Danzig and the Polish corridor. Appl. author: Newman Bunstead. © 4Sep39; F12359. National Geographic Society (PWH); 30Sep66; R399666.

Poland. Appl. author: Newman Bunstead. © 13Sep39; F12357. National Geographic Society (PWH); 30Sep66; R399664.
Western front, Luxembourg to Strasbourg. Appl. author: Newman Bunstead. © 16Sep39; F12360. National Geographic Society (PWH); 30Sep66; R399665.

SUCHY, ARTHUR BARTHOLOMEW.
Key West, Florida. (Gayo Rueda) © 14Dec38; F12592. Arthur B. Suchy (A); 1Aug66; R399653.

TOBIN (EDGAR) AERIAL SURVEYS.
East Baton Rouge Parish, La.; ownership line map. South half; north half. © 30Sep39; F12586-13083. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PWH); 10Nov66; R397282-397288.
Fort Bend County, Texas; south half; north half. © 21Oct39; F12585-13082. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PWH); 10Nov66; R397282-397288.
Harrison County, Tex.; west half; east half. © 10Dec39; F12564-13081. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PWH); 10Nov66; R397282-397288.
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana; ownership line map. © 4Aug39; F12598. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PWH); 6Sep66; R393051.
La Salle Parish, La.; ownership line map. South third; north third; center third. © 26Oct39; F12580-13080. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PWH); 14Nov66; R397039; 397037; 397038.
Orleans Parish, Louisiana; ownership line map. © 25Jul39; F12348. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PWH); 8Aug66; R399040.
MAPS AND ATLASES

TOBIN (EDGAR) AERIAL SURVEYS—Con.

Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana; center third; ownership maps. © 1Aug59; F13583. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 6Sep66; R39055.

Regional survey map, portion of from lat. N. 34°00' to N. 35°00', from long. W. 92°00' to W. 100°00'. © 1Jul59; F13707. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 8Aug66; R39055.

St. Charles Parish, Louisiana; ownership map. © 7Aug59; F13626. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 8Sep66; R39055.

Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana; west third; ownership maps. © 1Aug59; F13583. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 6Sep66; R39055.

Regional survey map, portion of from lat. N. 34°00' to N. 35°00', from long. W. 92°00' to W. 100°00'. © 1Jul59; F13707. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 8Aug66; R39055.

St. Helena Parish, Louisiana; ownership map. © 14Sep59; F13713. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 10Nov66; R39055.

Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana; ownership line map. © 14Sep59; F13713. Edgar Tobin Aerial Surveys (PW); 10Nov66; R39055.